A common situation with 2 wires coming out of the wall: you can do this...
After installation of the front parts, the fixtures become a sculptural unity.
... or this.
No need for individual wiring for each fixture. A single feed wire suffices.
SPIRIT

2015

5 mm cable

220 mm shade

6 mm tube

120 mm base

design: S. Cornelissen
SPIRIT 2015
design: S. Cornelissen
4 identical bases
4 bases put against each other.
Pictured luminaire has an overall diameter of 1,350 mm.
An interesting option for the model with a one-piece shade is to use the luminaire as a ceiling lamp.

This ceiling mounted luminaire has a particularly architectural appearance.

The hoopole receives an additional finishing disk at the bottom, which can be finished in the same color as the ceiling.

Behind the disk, there's plenty of space for fixations, drivers and connections.

A suggestion would be to apply magnet-fixation for the disk in order to avoid visible screws.
MAGGIE – IP 44

2015

design: S. Cornelissen

MAGGIE
... also as pendants
KAPPA PENDANT
design: S. Cornelissen
KAPPA PENDANT
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KAPPA

design: S. Cornelissen

Optional:
Accessory in aluminium for rotation of the ceiling/wall version, art. 0172.01
Aluminium optional for ceiling/wall version rotation, art. 0172.01
Accessory en aluminium pour la rotation du modèle applique/plafonnier, art. 0172.01
Zubehör für Drehung der Decken-Wandleuchte, art. 0172.01
Accessory en aluminio para la rotación del modelo aplique, art. 0172.01

Aluminiumowy zawór do odwodzenia, art. 0172.01
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1521

Indirect light: Led 17.5W 3000° K (included)

Direct light:
75W E27 PAR30
24W E27 Fluo EL
16W E27 PAR30 Led (cod. 0106)
ALBA - TAPPO
MATASSA
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